Agenda

Welcome/Introduction
Joseph Peterson (school member)
Aura Gutierrez-Sanchez (school member)
Heather Winters (parent member)
Maria Caraveo (parent member)

Voting/Elections
Nomination for Heather Winters and Maria Caraveo to be SCC members, none opposed.
Maria Caraveo was nominated to be vice chair of SCC, none opposed.

Rules & Order
None opposed.
Chair and vice chair responsible to attend Salt Lake District SCC meeting, none opposed.

Website Requirements

Land Trust
The Land Trust funds are spent on Reading/Literacy goals to help each student prepare for post-secondary education with the help of a Reading coach.
Discussion: Online Learning Feedback

Heather – Stated that teachers have been helpful whenever contacting student or parent, but some information on powerschool has been confusing with delayed updating. Also, attendance showing that her student was absent but finding out later that teachers take attendance once a week.

Maria – Stated that the school seems more lenient on students at Horizonte. Also, same thing about attendance.

Both Heather and Maria shared appreciative feedback on certain staff reaching out to them and their students with help and resources.

Calendaring: Next SCC meeting

January 7th @ 5:30pm

Adjourn